
US Department of Homeland Security Confirms It’s Monitoring Reports of
Potential Truck Convoy Protests

Description

USA: The U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) has confirmed it’s tracking potential truck
convoys in the United States after Canadian protests against COVID-19 vaccine mandates unfolded in
multiple cities.

DHS “is tracking reports of a potential convoy that may be planning to travel to several U.S. cities,” an
agency spokesperson told The Epoch Times in an email.

“We have not observed specific calls for violence within the United States associated with this convoy,
and are working closely with our federal, state, and local partners to continuously assess the threat
environment and keep our communities safe,” the spokesperson added. “DHS will continue to share
timely and actionable information with the public. Over the past year, DHS has increased timely and
actionable intelligence and information sharing and strengthened operational coordination with partners
across every level of government and the private sector.”

DHS is involved in helping secure the upcoming Super Bowl LVI, set to take place in Inglewood,
California on Feb. 13. The agency has also worked with various partners to boost security in the 
Washington region following the Jan. 6, 2021, breach of the U.S. Capitol.

Truckers in Canada recently descended upon multiple cities, including Ottawa, in protest against
vaccine mandates. Starting Jan. 15, truck drivers entering Canada were required to be vaccinated.
Foreigners were told they’d be rejected entry while Canadians who don’t show proof of vaccination
must quarantine.
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Protesters talk to police as a vehicle convoy blocks the Ambassador Bridge in Windsor,
Ont., on Feb. 9, 2022. (Lisa Lin/The Epoch Times)
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Trucks part of the “Freedom Convoy” ride through downtown Ottawa, Canada, on Jan. 29,
2022. (Noé Chartier/The Epoch Times)

Some Americans have floated plans to organize similar convoys to Washington and elsewhere in
protest against mandates, including one that requires truck drivers and other people trying to cross one
of America’s land borders to be fully vaccinated.

Organizers of a group called The People’s Convoy announced Wednesday plans to gather in Indio,
California on March 4 and rally that weekend “to defeat the unconstitutional mandates.”

The trucker convoy will “roll out” of the state following the rally, organizers added, promising more
details soon.

“Our brothers and sisters of the highway succeeded in opening Canadians’ eyes about the
unconstitutional mandates and hardships forced onto their people,” organizers told more than 52,000
people on Facebook. “Now it’s time for the citizens of the United States of America to unite and
demand restoration of our constitutional rights.”

Other social media posts indicate the convoy will travel to Washington.

The convoys in Canada have disrupted some shipments to or from the United States, the White House 
said Feb. 7. The busiest U.S.-Canada border crossing was blocked by protesters starting the same
day. Some U.S. automakers have paused output due to the protests.
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by Zachary Stieber covers U.S. news and stories relating to the COVID-19 pandemic. He is based in
Maryland.
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